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Addressing Key Usability and
Supportability Issues

Micro Focus® ZENworks® 11 SP4 is the next support pack release of the ZENworks Suite. This new
version of the product is focused on addressing key usability and supportability issues that we’ve heard
from you, our customers.
In this article, we’re going to take a look at the additional value that we are
providing in Micro Focus ZENworks Configuration Management, Micro
Focus ZENworks Asset Management, Micro Focus ZENworks Patch
Management, Micro Focus ZENworks Endpoint Security Management
and Micro Focus ZENworks Full Disk Encryption. The new features
and benefits include:
New and improved virtual appliances
ZENworks Reporting 5.6.1
ZENworks Update Service (ZeUS)
Improved SSL certificate authority and server certificate
management
License entitlement support for Micro Focus GroupWise® 2014
and Micro Focus Open Enterprise Server
Remote Management updates and improvements
Endpoint Security enhancements
In addition to the major changes described here, there are a handful
of other capabilities that customers have requested through our en
hancement request process. For information about these changes, see
the “What’s New” section of the ZENworks 11 SP4 documentation.
Also, check out the article about the new and improved Enhancement
Request process.

New and Improved Virtual Appliances
ZENworks has provided a virtual appliance since the release of ZEN
works 10 SP3. However, over the years we’ve heard about a number
of pain points, such as:
“It feels like just another machine I have to manage.”
“The upgrade process is too complex.”
“Security patches aren’t being provided.”
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With ZENworks 11 SP4, we have put a lot of effort into building new ap
pliances for both the core ZENworks Primary Server and the ZENworks
Reporting server, which now makes the appliance the best platform
for hosting ZENworks. These appliances are available for hosting on
VMware VSphere, Citrix XEN, SUSE XEN and Microsoft Hyper-V.
Let’s take a look at a few things we’ve done to address the issues.
Web-Based Setup and Management
The first area we wanted to address with the new appliances was to
make them a true appliance. As we talked with customers, it became
apparent that many of them couldn’t really determine the difference
between the appliance and just another SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
virtual machine (VM). With both, they use the console prompt frequently
and manage them in the same way; they remarked that even the setup is
similar. As we worked with customers and our User Experience team to
find a way to address this feedback, we decided to adopt the same ap
pliance platform on which the Micro Focus Filr and Micro Focus iPrint®
appliances were built. Then we took it to the next level. We also realized
that there are often two roles involved when deploying a virtual appli
ance: the ZENworks super user and the owner of the virtualization
environment. With this release, we’ve tried to cater to both of these
user types.
With the new ZENworks 11 SP4 appliances, the setup process is di
vided into two steps: First, the virtualization administrator creates or im
ports the virtual machine into the environment, powers on the machine,
and sets up some basic configuration information, including hostname,
DNS servers, IP and router, NTP server, root password, and a pass
word for the ZENworks appliance administrator. Next, the administrator
performs all other appliance configuration from the appliance admin
console through a browser, as shown in the following :

you can use the File Browser and Terminal applet to browse
the files, and to upload and download files from the appliance
(such as those required by the ENGL toolkit). You can even a ccess
a terminal prompt right from the web browser.
View Performance Monitoring Information. Because they are
built on the common appliance framework, the ZENworks appli
ances also include Ganglia as a native tool for m
 onitoring current
and historical performance of the appliance. This is in addition
to the standard diagnostics capabilities included in ZENworks
Control Center.
In addition to the major changes described here, there are a handful
of other capabilities that customers have requested through our en
hancement request process. For information about these changes, see
the “What’s New” section of the ZENworks 11 SP4 documentation.
Also, check out the article about the new and improved Enhancement
Request process.
The admin console provides a number of crucial capabilities to the ap
pliance model, which we identified as we talked to customers. These
capabilities include:
ZENworks Setup. All of the initial setup for a ZENworks zone
or Primary Server is now performed the first time you log in to the
web console for a given appliance. This console provides an easy
means of generating certificate signing requests (CSRs). If you plan
to use an external certificate authority, the console allows you to
specify the zone name, administrator password, certificate authority
and database connectivity information, all from the browser.
ZENworks and ZENworks Reporting Configuration. The
configuration applet in the administration portal allows you to
specify common configuration parameters in an intuitive way.
For more advanced configuration, the applet surfaces all of the
configuration files you might need to modify in an editor, right in
the browser. After you change the configuration, you then have a
simple push-button option to restart the services impacted by the
changes you made.
ZENworks Log File and Logging Configuration. From within
the appliance web console, you can quickly tail, view or download
any of the critical system or ZENworks logs. You can also use the
basic log configuration tab to set common debug level settings, and
use the advanced tab to modify any of the log configuration files
needed to get the appropriate debug information into the log files.
Native File Upload, Download and SSH capabilities. Because
it wasn’t possible to abstract every possible administration task to
a web-based GUI, we knew it would be important to make these
tasks as easy as possible. With the appliance admin console,

Simplified Upgrade
The second major usability issue we heard about the appliance is that
it was too hard to upgrade from one version to the next. So as we
set out to build a new appliance, we knew we needed to make the
upgrade process as painless as possible. The process of going from
a ZENworks 11 SP3 appliance to a ZENworks 11 SP4 appliance is
pretty straightforward:
1.

Download the new appliance and import it into your virtualization
environment.

2.

Download the appliance migration ISO file and attach it to your
old appliance.

3.

Attach a second hard disk image that has enough disk space to
accommodate the configuration, content repository, and d
 atabase
(if all of these components are currently stored locally on your
ZENworks 11 SP3 appliance).

4.

Run the 11SP3 -> 11SP4 migration tool from the ISO. This will
simply ask you to select the empty disk that you want to make into
the appliance configuration disk.

5.

Wait for the migration to finish. This is a read-only operation on the
ZENworks 11 SP3 device. It is simply copying many files from the
first disk to the second disk.

6.

 hen the migration is complete, shut down the ZENworks 11 SP3
W
appliance. If this is the first server in the zone, don’t forget that all
other Primaries must also be shut down so that the database can
be updated.

7.

Disconnect the migrated disk from the current appliance and attach
it to the new appliance.
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8. 
Power
9.

on the new appliance.

 ou will be prompted for the root password and the ZENworks
Y
admin password, because these didn’t exist in the old appliance.

10. 
Log

in to the appliance web console on the new appliance and
follow the wizard to finish the migration.

In the future, when moving from ZENworks 11 SP4 to ZENworks “North
Carolina” (our next release), the process will be even easier. You will just
disconnect the second disk from the old appliance, attach it to the new
appliance, and power on and open the appliance console to complete
the migration.
For updates that don’t require new appliances, such as ZENworks
11.4.1, the process of updating the appliance will be the same systemupdate process that you’re used to.
Integrated Patching
A third area of concern that we heard from customers is that the process
of getting security patches for the appliance was too complicated and
that not all of the security patches needed by the appliance seemed to be
available. To address this, we worked with the common appliance team
and exposed online update capabilities in the appliance console. In this
release, you can configure the appliance to get its patches from either
the NCC channel or from a local SMT server where you have mirrored the
patches. You can also set a patch schedule or choose to apply patches
manually. When this configuration is in place, the appliance will then au
tomatically subscribe to an update channel maintained by the ZENworks
team, which will contain all of the SUSE Server patches required by the
underlying appliance. We are committed to making patches available for
the appliance at the same time, or shortly, after the SUSE patch is avail
able, depending on whether additional fixes are required in ZENworks.

ZENworks Reporting 5.6.1
ZENworks 11 SP4 also includes the 5.6.1 version of the underlying Jas
persoft Professional engine. This new version of the engine includes a
number of performance improvements, as well as these additional features:
You can now define custom formula-based fields and measures in
ad hoc reports.
There are a number of new charts that can be leveraged in ad hoc
reports.
Filters only apply when clicking submit, instead of being applied
immediately when building ad hoc reports.
The new “no data” mode makes it faster to build reports and then
populate them with test data, instead of waiting for test data as
each field is pulled in.
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Ability to have schedule reports automatically FTP’d to an external
server.
In addition, because the ZENworks Reporting 5.6.1 solution is only
available as a virtual appliance, the use cases for setting up, configuring
user sources, configuring groups, configuring reporting domains, and
configuring email have all been surfaced in the appliance web console.

ZENworks Update Service (ZeUS)
We’ve also heard a lot about agent system updates, particularly the
problems that can occur if even a small percentage of devices fail. With
ZENworks 11 SP4, we’re introducing a new ZENworks Update Service
(ZeUS) as part of the agent. This small standalone agent will be used
going forward to apply system updates to the agent. The advantage of
disconnecting this from the agent is that if for some reason the agent
ends up in a bad state during the upgrade, the ZeUS service will try to
automatically repair the agent to get it back into a good state.
In addition to the core ZeUS capabilities, we have also introduced two
new quick tasks and a new push notification framework to talk to ZeUS.
The new quick tasks allow you to force the verification of the last system
update and to reset the agent, effectively clearing the cache on the agent.
The new push notification framework means that as long as the ZeUS
service can connect to the Primary Server, then ZeUS tasks, including
verify, reset and upgrade, can be pushed to the managed device. The
way this has been implemented is similar to ActiveSync and mobile push
notification capabilities, leveraging long-lived, client-initiated requests
and asynchronous Tomcat threads on the ZENworks server. By doing
this, these push notification tasks work inside or outside your network.

SSL Certificate Authority and
Server Certificate Management

If you are a ZENworks expert, I’m sure you are aware how important
secure socket layer (SSL) certificates are to the ZENworks zone. If you
aren’t an expert, just know that without properly configured SSL agents
in the zone you can’t talk to the servers in the zone at all. The feedback
that we’ve received from customers is that managing SSL certificates,
especially when they are going to expire, was too much work. So with
ZENworks 11 SP4, we have done the following:
Allow ZCC-initiated transitions from Internal CA to External CA,
from External CA to Internal CA, and from one External CA to
another External CA. When CA certificates are reminted, the
System Update infrastructure is used to deploy the new CA
certificate to all devices in the zone. This also allows the use of
the manual System Update tool if you have devices that are off
the network and unavailable until after the certificate has expired.
If you are using an Internal CA, ZENworks 11 SP4 now makes it
easy to see which server in the zone is acting as the CA, to move
the CA role to another Primary Server, to remint the CA if it is
going to expire, to back up the CA certificate, and to restore the
CA certificate, all from ZENworks Control Center.
View all Primary and Authentication Satellite certificates and their
expiration, and initiate the reminting of one or more server certificates.
ZENworks 11 SP4 also provides support for sever certificates
signed by Intermediate CAs.
With these improvements, you will no longer need to use command lines
and scripts when modifying certificates.

ZENworks Update Service (ZeUS)

GroupWise 2014. When you configure this license source, you
point at the administration port on your GroupWise 2014 server,
and then ZENworks uses REST APIs to retrieve GroupWise
license consumption information from the GroupWise server. In the
case of GroupWise, this will return information about the number of
Active Mailboxes, Inactive Mailboxes, Resources Accounts and so on.
Open Enterprise Server. When you configure this license source,
you point to a a Micro Focus eDirectory™ LDAP server and provide
the context where your users exist.
After you have configured a License Source, ZENworks Asset Manage
ment automatically builds the Catalog Products, License Record and
Entitlement for you. Tracking the compliance of these licenses is then
a simple matter of recording your purchases for each type of license.
In future releases, we will build on this to retrieve license consumption
information from other sources, including ZENworks itself.

Remote Management Updates and Improvements
ZENworks 11 SP4 also provides an updated version of the TightVNC
engine that is built on the most current versions from the commu
nity. This means we have addressed a large number of defects and
performance issues. Additionally, you can use ZENworks Remote
Management in either Password mode or Rights mode, even when the
core ZENworks Adaptive Agent is unavailable. This makes it easy to
troubleshoot problems with the ZENworks agent.

Endpoint Security Enhancements
The ZENworks Endpoint Security Management and ZENworks Full Disk
Encryption products also include some new, highly requested capabilities:
Ability to whitelist certain USB devices that should not be encrypted
when attached to a device, such as your boss’s s martphone,
as shown below:

One of the frequent questions we’ve heard from our Asset Management
customers is, “Why doesn’t ZENworks Asset Management count your
own software?” With ZENworks 11 SP4, we are introducing the concept
of License Sources. A License Source is an external server that provides
information about license consumption. For ZENworks 11 SP4, we have
two license sources:
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Simplified VPN enforcement policies
Ability to reclassify network adapters to ensure proper enforcement
of policies
Ability to support software encryption on devices with OPAL
encryption support (this allows devices that might not have properly
implemented the standard to still be used with ZENworks FDE)

Summary
With ZENworks 11 SP4, our main focus was to help address key issues
and requests that we’ve heard from you. I hope you’re as excited about
these capabilities as I am. In addition to the features discussed here,
we’ve implemented a host of smaller enhancements that we hope will
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make a difference in your ZENworks system. For more information, see
the “What’s New” section of the ZENworks 11 SP4 documentation.

About Micro Focus
Since 1976, Micro Focus has helped more than 20,000 custom
ers unlock the value of their business logic by creating enabling
solutions that bridge the gap from well-established technologies
to modern functionality. The two portfolios work to a single, clear
vision—to deliver innovative products supported by exceptional cus
tomer service. www.microfocus.com
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